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Show 1 - 5 of 71 company size results: 11-50 employees Time Used: Less than 6 months Review Source: Capterra ProsGrade should not be difficult to track and maintain. Gagelist is cost-effective, easy to use, and makes calibration less of a hassle; is calibration software designed for the modern world.
ConsThe language is a little different from what I'm used to (i.e. checking no. as opposed to serial no.), but not to the point that discouraged me from changing. Answer from Espresso MoonCasey, thanks so much for your great review! We are glad GageList makes calibration easier for you. We very much
intend to be a game changer, and your comments validate what we are trying for. Please do not hesitate to contact if you have any problems. Company Size: 2-10 Employees Time Used: Less Than 2 Years Review Source: Capterra Data Management for all our measuring devices according to ISO
requirements and monthly reports are great as a reminder to know when there are meters than need to get calibrated in advance. For our company, managing calibration files was a new thing. It was very easy to go to GageList and just plug and play all the information needed. The ProsThe interface is
clean, simple and clear. There are enough places to enter more data then we need ourselves, but it could meet the needs of other companies. It is adaptable to be applied in many industries. It works great for data management and receives reports about our QMS. ConsIn at the beginning, there were not
many tiers for pricing. For us who are a smaller company the different pricing options are much better. Simple and clean design. Easy to use and start with. Answer from your Espresso MoonThank so much for your kind review, Dennis. We are glad that GageList works well for you. If you have any
concerns, suggestions or questions, feel free to contact us at any time. Dave from DECKING Screw Products Company Size: 11-50 Industry Employees: Aviation &amp; Aerospace Time Used: Less Than 12 Months Review Source: Capterra ProsVery easy to use and simple to create. Unlimited users
with access to the database on mobile as well. Fully customizable. We have reported 2 errors and both times have been fixed in less than an hour. ConsStill needs a check in/out function, but I hear they are working on it. Gagelist is a simpler solution and was more cost effective. Answer from Espresso
MoonDave, thanks so much for the great review. So happy GageList works well for you. We value your business and your exceptional Approach at any time if you have any questions or suggestions. Didier by Mauna Kea Technologies Company Size: 51-200 Industry Employees: Medical Devices Time
Used: Less Than 2 Years Review Source: Capterra As more and more of our data and services are stored and managed online with a special application running on an online application I started to look on the Internet for a similar service to manage our testing and measurement equipment. I found
Gagelist and have used this At the moment, only for equipment used by technical support and this is still parallel to the official way my company uses it. ProsOur company is headquartered in France but has an office in the USA. It's easy to share and update information. My US colleague uses it and never
mentioned a problem or had a question about its use. The same testing and measurement equipment can be assigned to a different person after calibration, traceability is then easier to achieve because the information is updated immediately. I never suffered from disconnections and the site is always
accessible. I regularly discover new features in the Web version. And I can always ask for a new feature if I think it's missing. The team's responding. ConsI do not use all the features, its only basic way. Nothing negative to mention. Maybe the lack of information about improvements. For example, I
noticed recently that it was possible to customize the column screen, I do not remember if it was possible in the past (well, I checked again and everything is on changelog, improvements should be less discreet) I personally tried but found no interest in the phone app for this software because it does not
bring additional values for our needs. The way icon is active is not always very clear, but absolutely no locking. No alternative products have yet been tested. I was just testing to see if it was possible to follow and manage the testing and measuring equipment with such a Wabe application. Answer from
Espresso MoonHi, Didier - thanks for your kind review. We are very happy GageList is meeting and exceeding your expectations, and as always, please contact you if you have any questions, questions or suggestions! Debby by Ram Jack LLC Manufacturing Company Size: 51-200 employees Time
Used: Less than 6 months Review Source: Capterra I think this is an expensive software by the user doing all the work. I DON'T SEE WHERE THERE'S MUCH THAT COULD GO WRONG ON YOUR PART. IT'S ALL VERY BASIC. PROSTUTORIALS DON'T REALLY NEED. Basic Information Stored and
Ease of Access. CONSNO PLACE TO STORE PROCESSES RELATED TO EACH GAGE. CURRENTLY YOU NEED TO UPLOAD AND ATTACH TO ANY GAGE RELATED TO. THIS USES A LOT OF STORAGE. IT WOULD BE EASIER TO SEND INVITES A LINK WHERE THEY CAN SET THEIR
OWN PASSWORD. Set up a virtual page where you can see what information is stored where (what the expectations of each title are) Reply from your Espresso MoonThank so much to your review, Debby. We are always open to entry by our users, so whenever you want, please free to reach our
customer success team with questions or suggestions. If you are an avid reader, you must have a huge collection of e-books. Like iTunes for music, Calibre for Windows is a unique solution for handling all your e-books. With an intuitive interface, the program allows you to manage digital book collections
while providing excellent support for converting e-books into multiple formats and editing metadata. A necessary e-book book program for every voracious reader While there are several e-book creators on the market, Calibre is not just the usual deal. One of the most popular e-book organizers, it allows
you to catalog e-books in an organized digital library. While the program lacks some advanced features, it still gets the job done easily. If you're looking for a simple way to create and organize e-books, Calibre won't disappoint. Most creators, applications, services, and e-book software focus solely on
helping you publish digital books. When you use Calibre, you will notice the original setting that emphasizes a digital library. At first glance, the default interface is full. Its abundant features can be overwhelming for new users. Once you get over this, you'll be happy to find various functions that match the
creative ability of Calibre's competitors. With some amazing features, the program lets you publish e-books in French, Italian, Spanish, and German. It is quite useful for anyone who wants to sell e-books in many languages. You can even upload the images to make them sharper, which works great for
visually oriented books. Most users overlook the lack of customizable page transitions while appreciating the program's file support. File support For everything except video and audio files, Calibre offers excellent file support. Using this e-book creator, you can even import graphics and PDF, MOBI, and
PDB files, allowing you to publish digital books in multiple formats. This particular component keeps the program in play with other trusted platforms like AlfaReader, which offers the same feature. Calibre for Windows lets you use almost every file type needed to create your own digital books. Format
Features While Calibre does well with file support, it falls short of its limited formatting capabilities. While focusing mainly on written e-books, authors can also work with illustrated books and magazines. Unfortunately, Calibre does not offer pre-designed templates, such as leading competitor DataCrow,
which can put off e-book lovers who do not wish to publish their work. Support Services Calibre developers have gone a long way to ensuring that you don't experience problems. If you do, a wide range of support services come to the rescue to ensure that e-book creators can easily browse the program
after downloading on a computer. All tutorials are useful, with step-by-step instructions and crisp videos showing every aspect of the program in detail. In fact, you will also find many tips for the creative design of e-books. Developers have created a detailed FAQ page, which covers every aspect of the
service and allows you to deal with things yourself. Where can you run this program? Calibre for Windows can be used with Windows 10, 8, 7, and Vista. Is there a better alternative? Once you start using the program, you will see a lot happening in the interface. The three lookup fields, multiple buttons,
and many drop-down menus are a little disabled those who use the program. There are some competitors that provide a simplistic interface, while others allow integration with predesigned standards. If you are looking to consider an alternative before making the final decision, here is some information
about other available programs. Data Crow: One of the most popular media organizers and cataloguists, Data Crow helps you manage all digital collections in a single product. With a significant database of collection items, it offers far more customization options than calibre. You can also use online
services to retrieve all the information, while in Calibre, you'll need to type everything yourself. Polar: If you're looking for a desktop app, Polar is another viable option. One of its main features supports comments, tagging, and highlighting, making it easier to take notes and bookmark content. If you don't
want to lose track of what you've read, this program can be interesting. Calibre do not share the same feature, unfortunately. AlfaReader: With AlfaReader, you can easily read EPUB, TXT, and PDF magazines and books. You can even choose from many templates that are not available in Calibre. You
can use different font sizes or even enlarge pages. The program remembers where you left off and opens the bookmarked page next time. While Calibre allows you to organize e-books outright, AlfaReader allows you to browse e-books based on the table of contents. Adding a new book is easy and
appears immediately on the virtual shelf. Without a doubt, AlfaRader is a good program for organizing a digital library. If you are an avid reader who loves creating and reading digital books on many devices, give calibre a try. With this open source program, you can have multiple versions of your books in
a single library. What else? You will eventually be able to keep the actual files properly organized in specific folders. Should I download it? Yes, go ahead! Despite some shortcomings in format capabilities, Calibre's abundant file options and support services are gaining a pretty strong recommendation.
This program will be suitable for any e-book author or reader who wants to create, catalog, publish, or read digital books with ease. Ease.
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